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Ahstract- This paper develops a generalized vector magnetic potential integral formulation
for the paraboloidal reflector antenna, using the elliptic paraboloid geometry as basis. First,
parametric expressions informed by the problem geometry are specified for the conventional
'field' and 'source' points, and the ellipse's major and minor axes are described by a common
expression, also based on the geometry. When the expressions are utilized in the integral equation
for the vector magnetic potential for the problem, and following the usual 'magnitude' and
'phase' approximations, an expression for the radiation field, which may be described as a general
expression for certain special cases, emerges. It is shown for example, that when the ellipse's
eccentricity is set to zero to prescribe the circular paraboloid, the corresponding expression for
the radiation agrees with those available in the open literature [1,2].

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the earliest analytical treatments of the paraboloidal reflector was reported by Jones [3],
whose analysis of the paraboloid reflector excited by short electric dipole, utilized the induced
surface current approach to determine the reflector's aperture distribution. Thereafter, quite a few
other analytical investigations have been reported over the years, and some of the more noteworthy
of these, as noted by Lorenzo et al. [9], include the surface current (or aperture field) integration
approach, GTD/GO [5] combination approach, the Uniform Asymptotic Theory, and the Physical
Theory of Diffraction, to mention a few. In a relatively recent development, Lashab et al. [4]
described a wavelet-based (basis and testing functions) moment-method solution of a physical
optics formulation of the radiation field problem for a large reflector antenna. Ergiil and Ciirel [10]
using a Magnetic-Field Integral Equation (MFIE) formulation, also described a moment-method
technique, in which the MFIE is numerically discretized with the use of RWG curl-conforming
expansion and testing functions defined on planar triangulations.

This paper presents an Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE) formulation of the paraboloidal
reflector antenna problem based on the 'parametric approach' described elsewhere [6,7]. This
formulation is particularly suitable for a moment-method solution, as the radiation fields of the
antenna are easily determined, once an approximation to the current density is available.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The coordinate system description of an elliptical parabola of revolution is given in Figure l.
Primed quantities represent source point and unprimed for field point. f' is the distance from

the focus (origin) point to the surface of the reflector (S) whilst f represents the distance from
focus to the field (observation) point, P. Consequently, R is the distance between the surface of
the reflector and the observation point. According to [6], the position vector r, can be written in
parametric form as:

f' = at cos cp'x + bt sin cp'y + ht2 Z (1)

where

a = minor axis;
b = major axis;
h = height;
t = parameter.

The parameters 'a' and 'b' specified above can be related through eccentricity of the geometrical
shape, so that a single equation will suffice to describe both of them and considerably simplify the
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Figure 1: Coordinate geometry for an elliptic paraboloid antenna.

problem. Accordingly, if use is made of the fact established in [7J, then the parameters can be
represented by the same equation. Thus, the equation can be expressed as

(2a)r (e') = p'

where

I 2fP = ------:-
1 + cos e'

f = focal length
(2b)

Expression for the height of the antenna emerges from the geometry in Figure 1 and [8J as

dh = ds tan (3 (3a)

where

ds = j(dx)2 + (dy)2 = r (e') t

dh = = r (e') t tan (3

(3b)

(3c)

The integration of both sides of (3c) admits

7r /2

h = ttan(3 J r (e') d(P'
o

(4a)

Let
n/2

k ('P') = J d'P'
o

(4b)

Then,
h = (2/7f) r (e') tk ('P') tan (3

The substitution of (2a), (2b) & (4c) into (1) yields

1" = r (e') t cos 'P'i; + r (e') t sin 'P'Y + (2/ 7f)r (e') t3 k ('P') tan (3z

(4c)

(5)
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The magnetic vector potential, assuming perfect electric conductor, for the antenna is given as

(6)
s

For a moment method solution of the foregoing problem, (6) can be re-written as

A(e,cp) = ~11J(e',cp') e-~kRr2 (e')g(e') {(sincp'tan,6- (2/n)k(cp')coscp't2tan,6)X
s

+ (cos cp'tan,6 + (2/n) k (cp') sin cp't2 tan,6) y + z } de' dcp' (7a)

where,

[
. e' 2 . 2e' ]g o = sin + e sin de'

() 1 + cos e' (1 + cos e') (1 - e2 cos2 e') (7b)

To derive the expressions for far field region, the phase term reduces to

R = tf - r't = f - f' .ar (8a)

and the amplitude term
R=r (8b)

subsequently,
f'· ii; = r (e') tsine [cos (cp- cp') + (2/n) k (cp') cotet2 tan,6] (8c)

let
(= cos (cp- cp') + (2/n) k (cp') coteetan,6 (8d)

(8c) can be re-written as
i'. ii; = r (e') tsine(

Substituting (8a), (8b), & (8e) into (7a), the equation becomes

(8e)

A (e, cp)
27r 7r

f.L:~:kr 11 {J (e',cp') ejkr(B')tsinB(r2 (e') g (e')
o 0

(sincp' tan,6 - (2/n) k (cp') coscp't2 tan,6) X

+ (coscp' tan,6 + (2/n) k (cp') sincp't2 tan,6) y + Z }de'd<P' (9)

The generalized formulated magnetic vector potential is presented in Equation (9).
For circular paraboloid, eccentricity will be equal to zero and consequently, Equation (9) reduces

to

A (e, cp)
27r 7r

f.L:~:kr 11 {J (e', cp') ejkr(e')t sin B~p,2 sec (~) sin e'
o 0

(sincp' tan,6 - (2/n) k (cp') coscp't2 tan,6) X

+ (coscp' tan,6 + (2/n) k (cp') sincp't2 tan,6) y + Z }de'dCP'

cos (cp- cp') + cot et2 tan,6

(lOa)

(lOb)
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Equation (9) is in agreement with similar expressions reported in [2]. Equation (lOa) can be
re-written in terms of Cartesian coordinates as

271" 71"

Ax ((), <p) = /Le-j::~an /3 / / J (()', <p') ejkr(O')tsin O~p,2 sec (~) sin ()'
o 0

(sin <p' - (2/7f) k (<p') t2 cos <p') d()' d<p'
271" 71"

Ay ((), <p) =/Le-j::~an/3 / / J (()', <p') ejkr(O')tsinO~p'2 sec (~) sin()'
o 0

(cos <p' + (2/7f) k (<p') t2 sin <p') d()' d<p'

(11)

-j kr /271"/71" ( ()' )

Az ((), <p) = /L:7fT {J (()', <p') ejkr(O')t sinO~p,2 sec "2 sin ()'d()' d<p'
o 0

So that using the identities given as

Ao = cos ()cos <pAx + cos ()sin <pAy + sin ()Az
Acp = - sin <pAx + cos <pAy

we find that the vector magnetic potentials, in both the theta and phi direction, emerge as:

Ao =
271" 71"

/Le-jkrcos()tan/3//J(()' ')_ikr(O')tsinO~'2 (()'). ()'47fT ' <p e- p sec "2 sm
o 0

. [sin (<p - <p') - t2 cos (<p - <p') - tan ()cot /3] d()' d<p' (12a)
271" 71"

/Le-j::~an/3 / / J (()',<p') dkr(O')tSinO~p'2sec (~)

o 0
sin ()' [e sin (sp - <p') - cos (<p - <p')] d()' d<p' (12b)

At far field region,
Eo = -jwAo (13a)

and
Ecp = -jwAcp

substituting (12a) and (12b) into (13a) and (13b) respectively yields
(13b)

271" 71"

jW/Le-jkrcos()tan/3//J(()' ') jkr(O')tsinO~'2 (()'). «- , <p e p sec - sm
47fT 2

o 0
. [sin (<p - <p') - t2 cos (<p - <p') - tan ()cot /3] d()' d<p' (14a)

271" 71"

z; - jW/Le;;~ tan /3 / / (()', <p') dkr(O')t sinO~p,2 sec (~)

o 0
sin ()' [t2 sin (<p - <p') - cos (<p - <p')] d()' d<p'

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It is apparent from the formulation that the use of Equation (2a) for the major and minor axes makes
it easy to specialize to circular type. Equation (6) is a general Electromagnetic formulation that
can be solved using numerical methods. In particular, a method of moment solution will provide
numerical values for the unknown current density to facilitate the evaluation of the antenna's
radiation fields with the use of Equations (14a) and (14b).

(14b)
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4. CONCLUSION

A parametric formulation of the paraboloid reflector problem, starting with the elliptical geometry,
has been developed in this presentation. A check on the validity of the analytical results obtained
was provided by a specialization to the circular type. Integral expressions developed in the paper,
for the antenna's radiation fields are particularly suitable for a moment method solution, possibly
using wavelet basis and testing functions of the type desribed in [4J.
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